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Mr Gumpy's Outing
Mr. Gumpy accepts more and more riders on his boat until the inevitable occurs.
Follows Walrus on a journey through the city, as he tries on different hats to disguise himself from the chasing zookeeper.
Mr. Fox is going to the moon! Away he goes in his hot air balloon. . . . But wait! Can Elephant come too? Sure! Let's bring along some pizza. What about Giraffe? And Squirrel? Everyone is welcome in Mr. Fox's balloon, but look out—will everyone fit? In the tradition of classic cumulative tales like Mr. Gumpy's Outing, Migy's And Away We Go! is an unforgettable debut picture book from an exciting
new talent.
A teacher regrets his decision to disbelieve a student's outlandish excuses for being late.
Would You Rather...
The Fox Who Went Down to the Valley
Borka: The Adventures of a Goose With No Feathers
The Boy who was Always Late
Simp

He's back -- a rambunctious little monster is nibbling his way through another book! A fun, interactive picture book complete with lift-the-flaps, mini book tip-ins and peek-through pages. Nibbles the book nibbling monster is at it again -- and this time, he's chewing his way through your favourite book of facts. It's time once again to chase that monster! With his tireless enthusiasm for the art of book munching, Nibbles will
have readers following him from the sun to the moon, from pictures to words, and beyond. But watch out! There's another monster on the scene and this one may have a taste for book monsters! Is it possible that our dear nibbling critter may have bitten off more than he can chew?
Mr Gumpy has decided to go for a ride in his motor car. It's a nice day and the sun is shining, so off he goes. But he only gets as far as the lane before the children, the rabbit, the cat, the dog, the pig, the sheep, the chickens, the calf and the goat ask if they can come along too. As the motor car and its passengers make their way across the field, the weather begins to turn and the rain is soon pouring down. The tyres cannot grip
the muddy ground, so Mr Gumpy asks for volunteers to push the car. But everyone has an excuse, until it gets so bad that they all have to get out and help. Eventually, the sun shines once more as they drive across the bridge - and there's time for a swim on the way home.
A mouse who runs away with gypsies to learn to play the balalaika returns home just in time to save his family.
Edwardo is an ordinary boy, so sometimes he can be a bit grubby or clumsy, a bit cruel or noisy or rude. The more that he is criticised, the worse he becomes, until one day they call him 'The Horriblest Boy in the Whole Wide World'. Just then, Edwardo's luck begins to change, and a series of chance events reveal that really he is a lovely boy, and has been all along.
It's a Secret!
1001 Children's Books You Must Read Before You Grow Up
The Way to the Zoo
Clink, Clank, Clunk
The Adventures of Polo
At bedtime a young boy takes a trip on his toy train and rescues several endangered animals.
While her mother folds clothes and fetches her nightgown, Shirley uses a polka-dotted plastic duck to aid her in exploring the magical waterways beneath her house.
A series of comical choices such as, "Would you rather eat spider stew or slug dumplings or mashed worms?" ends with an invitation to bedtime, in an outrageous read-aloud first published in 1978.
One evening Marie Elaine and her neighbor Norman go with Malcolm the cat to a secret place, where they dance and party with the Queen of the Cats.
John Patrick Norman McHennessy
Harquin
Where's Julius?
Mr Gumpy's Motor Car
Trubloff

Georgie gets a new bed that takes him on magical adventures.
Travel down the road with ten animal friends on one unforgettable road trip. Rabbit is driving to town in his car. Along the way, he picks up Mole, Squirrel, Porcupine, Possum, Beaver, Crow, Skunk, Fox, and Cow. But—boing-boing-ping, squeak-squeak-squeak, rumble-rumble-thump—something goes wrong with Rabbit's car. Will Rabbit and his friends make it to town? Miriam Aroner's delightful story features a simple, rhythmic text, with plenty of sound and action words
to make this book a perfect one for reading aloud.
A long day is drawing to a close, and several creatures are ready for sleep. Featuring a simple story and the repeated refrain "Hushabye hush hush", this lullaby is ideal to soothe even the most restless little one.Full-color illustrations.
Shirley's adventures at the beach are interspersed with familiar parental warnings.
Weekly Reader Children's Book Club presents Mr. Gumpy's outing
Come Away from the Water Shirley
Mr. Gumpy's Outing
Where's Walrus?
The Magic Bed

Once upon a time there were two geese called Mr and Mrs Plumpster. Each Spring they returned to the marshes of their ancestors, and Mrs Plumpster laid her eggs. Soon six fine young Plumpsters hatched: Archie, Freda, Jennifer, Oswald, Timothy and Borka. But Borka was
different. Borka had no feathers and could not fly. When winter came the other geese flew off in search of warmer climates, leaving Borka all alone. But her adventure was only just beginning . . .
While high in the mountains with his parents, Albert falls off a cliff and ends up in Cloudland, where he enjoys playing with the cloud children, but misses his parents.
Polo the dog sets out from his home and enjoys many adventures, including sailing his boat on top of a whale, roasting hot dogs over a volcano, and taking a ride in a spaceship built from a mushroom.
Mr Gumpy takes lots of animals for a ride in his car.
Mr Gumpy's Outing
England
Feel the Wind
That's Good! That's Bad!
Mr Gumpy's OutingRandom House
When Boy and Girl go out for a picnic, they meet Sheep, Pig, and Duck and invite them along, but the group loses several things before they can sit down to eat.
Caroline lives on Meadowview Street. But where's the meadow? Where's the view? There's nothing growing in her front yard except grass. Then she spots a flower and a butterfly and a bird and Caroline realizes that with her help, maybe Meadowview Street can have a meadow after all.
A little boy has a series of adventures and misadventures with a bunch of wild animals.
Husherbye
Time to Get Out of the Bath, Shirley
Mr Gumpy's Rhino
Cloudland
Granpa

A little girl and her grandfather share very special moments.
Mr. Gumpy accepts more and more riders on his boat, until the inevitable occurs.
A brand new Mr Gumpy story from picture-book legend, John Burningham Mr Gumpy is off on an adventure! This time he's rescuing a rhino who's lost its parents... But growing rhinos needs lots of food. Will Charlie the rhino and Mr Gumpy manage to make a happy home together? A madcap adventure for children, adults and rhinos alike from the creator of Would You Rather and Avocado Baby.
Praise for Mr Gumpy's Outing - winner of the Kate Greenaway Medal "A story of real drama observed with gentle humour" Guardian
Wind Have you ever felt the wind tickle your face or heard it whistle through your window? Did you know that some wind travels faster than a car? Read inside to find out more about what causes wind, and learn how to make your own weather vane! Have you ever felt the wind tickle your face or heard it whistle through your window? Did you know that some wind travels faster than a car? Air is
always moving. We can't see air moving, though we can watch it push clouds across the sky, or shake the leaves of a tree. We call moving air the wind. In this enlarged edition, find out about the wind - what causes it, how it can be used to help us, and how it affects the weather. Arthur Dorros shows you how to make your own weather vane, and in simple terms, with playful illustrations, he explains
just what makes the wind that blows all around us.
And Away We Go!
Hey! Get Off Our Train
Oi! Get Off Our Train
The Mouse who Wanted to Play the Balalaika
Picnic

In her bedroom wall, Sylvie spots a door - and beyond that door she finds a passage. Beyond the passage she discovers - a zoo! There are lots of animals there, so Sylvie decides to bring a few small ones into her bedroom at night time, just
Sylvie does though, she always makes sure to close the door in her bedroom wall. Until, one day, she forgets!
Offers an idiosyncratic view of England, taking the reader through the traditional year - isolating the quirks and exploring the obsessions of English life: the love of pomp and ceremony, preoccupation with the weather, royalty and rituals.
Kate Greenaway Medal.
When the sky grows dark and the moon glows bright, everyone goes to sleep . . . except for the watchful owl! With a spare, soothing text and beautifully rich and textured illustrations of a starry night, this is the perfect “book of sleep.”
journey as he watches all the other animals settle in for the night: some sleep standing up, while some sleep on the move! Some sleep peacefully alone, while others sleep all together, huddled close. Il Sung Na makes his American debut with
While each animal rests in its own special way, little ones will also drift off to a cozy sleep.
Simp is a small, fat, ugly dog; nobody loves her and she hasn't got a home. So she sets out in search of a friend and finds a family - and some hidden talents that make her really rather special.
On Meadowview Street
Edwardo the Horriblest Boy in the Whole Wide World
Nibbles: The Monster Hunt
Motor Miles
Mr. Gumpy's outing cross curricular activities for early years children

for a cuddle. No matter what
By the two-time winner of the
Join the owl on his moonlit
this gorgeous bedtime offering.

1001 Children's Books You Must Read Before You Grow Up is the perfect introduction to the very best books of childhood: those books that have a special place in the heart of every reader. It introduces a wonderfully rich world of literature to parents and their children, offering both new titles and much-loved classics that many generations have read and enjoyed. From wordless picture books and
books introducing the first words and sounds of the alphabet through to hard-hitting and edgy teenage fiction, the titles featured in this book reflect the wealth of reading opportunities for children.Browsing the titles in 1001 Children's Books You Must Read Before You Grow Up will take you on a journey of discovery into fantasy, adventure, history, contermporary life, and much more. These books
will enable you to travel to some of the most famous imaginary worlds such as Narnia, Middle Earth, and Hogwart's School. And the route taken may be pretty strange, too. You may fall down a rabbit hole, as Alice does on her way to Wonderland, or go through the back of a wardrobe to reach the snowy wastes of Narnia.
When Mr. Gumpy decides to take a ride down the river, all the children and animals beg to join him on his excursion. On board pages.
A little boy sets off on a round-the-world night train to dreamland with only his toy dog for company. But soon all sorts of endangered animals are asking if they can jump up and join them on their journey. . .
Bored with his quiet life in the hills, Harquin the fox visits the valley, stealing chickens and getting into mischief until the local squire organizes a fox hunt.
A Book of Sleep
Miles is a very difficult dog... Until he is given his very own motor car and learns to love the open road!This enigmatic story is a joy to read, gently exploring the transformational power of freedom. John's distinctive, expressive artwork is stunning, whether it's his instantly recognisable characters or the expansive, contemplative spreads of colour, as Miles discovers the joys of the road. This is a
story that children will immediately engage with, while parents absorb the magically nostalgic air and subtle celebration of change and growing up.
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